
2022 Global Macroeconomic Outlook: Mid-Year Update

Summary
In this macro letter, we analyze current economic trends and provide an update on the market views shared earlier 
this year in our whitepaper “Geographic Diversification in Private Equity Markets.” The fast acceleration of inflation 
through H1 2022 and the broadening of inflationary pressures have led most central banks to reverse course on their 
ultra-accommodative policy stance. Broader concerns about stagflation, therefore, don't seem likely. However, in this 
cycle, much will also hinge on how markets react to quantitative tightening. While our analysis suggests that much 
of the Fed’s remaining rate hikes have already been priced-in by markets, the same conclusion does not hold for its 
quantitative tightening program. Whether a long-lasting recession can be avoided will depend on how persistent U.S. 
inflation turns out to be in face of planned tightening for 2022, but we still expect the U.S. economy to be sufficiently 
resilient to withstand currently projected rate hikes. 

Macroeconomic Update
Since the beginning of the year, the global economy 
has been hit by multiple shocks, including the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine and more supply 
chain dislocation from Chinese lockdowns, which 
have led us to upgrade our view on inflation and 
downgrade our growth forecasts. We now expect 
gross domestic product (GDP) to grow by 2.8% 
in 2022, down from the 3.8% predicted at the 
beginning of the year. These overlapping crises have 
prompted an upward revision to our year-end Brent 
oil price forecast to $103/pb, lifting our 2022 global 
consumer price index (CPI) inflation forecast to an 
annual average of 7.7%. However, we still expect 
inflation to peak in the second half of 2022 before 
slowing gradually thereafter. We forecast food and 
energy prices to remain high next year, but annual 
inflation rates for these commodities are expected to fall sharply, which will help trigger weaker-than-consensus 
headline inflation in 2023.

Broader concerns about stagflation therefore don't seem likely. If there is a recession, we expect it to be short-
lived with limited impact on earnings and asset prices. The greater risk for returns is persistently higher inflation, 
but we think the risk of an “accidental” de-anchoring of inflation will be influenced by structural disinflationary 
forces. During the 2010s, a combination of persistently deficient demand and several forces limiting the pass-
through of inflation pressures meant central banks seemed to be powerless to prevent sustained inflation 
undershoots. Although these factors have waned somewhat during the pandemic, excess global savings and 
weaker pass-through from wages to inflation remain, limiting the risk that inflation stays sustainably high.  
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For high inflation to persist, policymakers would need 
to fail to tighten policy sufficiently or have their policy 
remits adjusted. But there is little sign of this risk 
materializing as policymakers have begun to tighten 
policy at a much faster pace than expected at the 
start of the year. The Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMC) is set to hike interest rates further over the 
course of this year and next and seems ready to take 
a restrictive stance if that is what it takes to stem 
inflation expectations and ingrained higher wage 
inflation. As a result, inflation rhetoric is cooling while 
nascent signs of economic weakness are stoking 
recession fears. Layoffs are creeping up and job offers 
are being rescinded. Consumer spending and income 
growth have disappointed, and consumer confidence 
has plunged in recent months. As a result of the more downbeat macroeconomic picture, we have downgraded 
our growth outlook for the U.S. since the beginning of the year, from 4% in 2022 and 2.5% in 2023 to 1.7% and just 
under 1%, respectively.

Growth in developed Europe in 2021–2026 is also set to moderate to just 1.9% per year, as the European Central 
Bank (ECB) has raised rates for the first time in a decade with additional rate hikes expected over the course of this 
year and the next. The risks of at least a mild recession are rising fast as policymakers are making commitments to 
restore price stability. The ECB also faces additional pressure due to fragmentation risk, further clouding the outlook. 
Even before the first rate hike of the cycle, peripheral government bond spreads widened, demonstrating the possible 
requirement for further policy to ensure the cohesion of the bloc. More broadly, this underscores that tightening 
monetary policy to counter largely imported, supply-driven inflation at a time of great uncertainty over the growth  
and inflation outlooks comes with clear risks to growth and financial stability.

Emerging Asia and emerging Europe remain the two fastest growing regions but face significant downside risks. 
Emerging Asia, which we forecast to see 4% growth per year through 2021–2026, sees potential headwinds due  
to China’s lockdown policies. The Shanghai lockdown earlier this year and resulting logistics delays in some regions 
have severely affected supply chains and retail sales were hit even harder by mobility restrictions and Covid caution 
by households. Further Covid outbreaks will affect activity from time to time, even though we expect them to be less 
disruptive than the Shanghai lockdown. Meanwhile, emerging Europe faces meaningful potential downside risks due 
to proximity to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and the knock-on effects of sanctions and conflict for the region’s fuel 
and food supplies. A significant extension or expansion of the conflict would lead to additional reduction in expected 
growth for the region.

Public Markets
After the sharp market correction in the first half 
of 2022, we expect equities to bounce back as 
valuations have room to improve and the discount 
rate shock proves fleeting. This is in line with 
historical experience: once a 20% fall has been 
exceeded, equities have fallen a further 14% on 
average. The most extreme further losses coincide 
with economic recession. However, losses are 
usually recovered quickly. Twelve-month returns 
have averaged over 13% for those investors that 
bought immediately after a 20% decline, with 
the average rebound in recession periods slightly 
higher over that time horizon. Furthermore, with 
inflation close to its expected peak, there  
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is potential for the Fed to become less aggressive in its approach. Combined with our expectation that treasury 
yields should not rise much further than what has already been priced-in, this should support equities—if a 
recession can be avoided.

However, in this cycle, much will also hinge on how markets react to quantitative tightening. Our analysis 
suggests that although U.S. stock markets have now priced in all the announced Fed tightening for this year, 
only a third of the expected balance sheet reduction in 2023 is reflected in current prices. Moreover, there are 
trillions more to be shed by the Fed and its counterparts before central bank balance sheets reach anything 
resembling the old normal. Just as extreme excess liquidity helped push valuations up strongly during the 
pandemic recovery, so its withdrawal could prove a significant headwind for markets.

Beyond lower valuations, we also expect profit margins across advanced economies, and in the U.S., to fall 
back from their latest peaks. However, we believe that this contraction will be offset by top-line growth as global 
activity remains relatively robust. Stronger earnings per share (EPS) growth is likely to support higher returns 
for emerging markets, particularly in Asia, while most European markets benefit from relatively cheap starting 
valuations and higher dividend yields. We also continue to see a weaker USD over the next few years, although 
we may have to wait a little longer for the peak, until we see reduced uncertainty regarding the macro-outlook 
and the steady-state Fed funds rate.

Private Markets

In our paper, Geographic Diversification in Private Equity Markets, released earlier this year, we described 
Ben’s portfolio management framework, our risk-adjusted forecasting methodology and private equity 
allocation views. In this section we briefly review our updated optimal geographic allocations and their 
risk/reward rationale (Fig 4). 

While we still forecast relatively good risk/reward tradeoffs to be broadly available in U.S. private markets, we 
recently updated our North American allocation tilt from “bullish” to “neutral” due to increased inflation risks, 
the potential impact of higher rates on leveraged buyouts and lower expected long-term economic growth 
relative to China. Our private equity allocation across Europe remains “bearish” as our analysis suggests 
slightly lower expected growth and a higher investment risk level related to increased European fragmentation 
as well as the war in Ukraine. As previously discussed, we remain broadly “bullish” on Asian markets, as we 
see good long-term growth potential in China with mostly short-term driven risks associated with additional 
Chinese lockdowns. Additionally, low inflation risks in developed Asia, especially in Japan, make for good risk-
adjusted expected performance despite a slightly lower growth forecast than for emerging Asia. 

Private Equity Jan-22 Update

 North America +1 neutral

 Latin America -1 neutral

 Europe, Developed -1 -1

 Europe, Emerging -1 -1

 Asia, Developed +1 +1

 Asia, Emerging +1 +1

Venture Capital Jan-22 Update

 North America -1 neutral

 Latin America -1 neutral

 Europe, Developed -1 -1

 Europe, Emerging +1 -1

 Asia, Developed +1 +1

 Asia, Emerging +1 +1

Source: Using Ben's proprietary portfolio construction and risk environment and MSCI Barra analytics, Preqin and Burgiss market data.

Figure 4 – Optimal Allocations (Bullish, Bearish, Neutral)
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Disclaimers
These materials are provided for illustration and discussion purposes and are not intended to be and do not constitute financial, tax, legal 
or investment advice or recommendations, or an offer to sell or exchange, or the solicitation of an offer to buy or exchange, any securities.  
Any offer, sale or exchange involving securities of The Beneficient Company Group, L.P., and/or any of its affiliates, subsidiaries and 
successors (collectively, “Ben”) may be made only to qualified, eligible customers or investors and solely pursuant to applicable definitive 
agreements and documents, such as a confidential private placement memorandum, subscription agreement, purchase agreement or 
similar documents (collectively, “Definitive Documents”).  These materials are not intended for, and do not take into account the particular 
business, investment or other objectives or financial circumstances of, any specific customer or investor or type of customer or investor.  
Investments involve risks and are not suitable for all persons.

Neither Ben nor its personnel make any express or implied representation or warranty as to the accuracy, timeliness or completeness 
of the information contained in these materials or shall have any liability resulting from your use of these materials. Ben is under no 
obligation to, and may not, update, correct, or supplement these materials.  The information herein is as of the date indicated, is summary 
in nature, is not complete, is subject to change (including new information that may be included), is not intended to provide the basis 
for evaluating any transaction with Ben, and, as applicable, is qualified in its entirety by the relevant Definitive Documents, which in such 
case supersede these materials and contain important information, including about associated risk factors and conflicts of interests.  As 
applicable, as disclosed in the relevant Definitive Documents, Ben entities will receive various fees in connection with the product and 
services provided, such as, but not limited to, brokerage commissions or trustee, administrative or custodial fees.  No representation is 
made that the investment objectives of any investment or program participation will or are likely to be achieved or successful or that any 
investment or program participation will make any profit or will not sustain losses, including loss of principal.  Past performance is not 
indicative of future results.  Prospective customers or investors are encouraged to perform their own due diligence and to consult with 
their tax, financial and other professional advisors before making any decision to complete a transaction with Ben.

Certain information has been provided by and/or is based on third party sources.  Although believed to be reliable, the accuracy, 
completeness and timeliness of such information, including any underlying assumptions, has not been independently verified by Ben.  Any 
opinions, statements or the like (collectively, “Statements”) regarding future events or which are forward-looking, including any targets 
or targeted goals, are for illustrative purposes, are based upon available information including third party information, and constitute 
or reflect only current subjective views, beliefs, outlooks, goals, assumptions, estimates or intentions, including business strategies, 
anticipated future plans and business financial projections of Ben, should not be relied on, are subject to change without notice due to a 
variety of factors, including decisions made by Ben management, fluctuating operating results, and business, economic, competitive and 
market conditions and factors, and involve inherent risks, changes and uncertainties, both general and specific, many of which cannot be 
predicted or quantified and are beyond Ben’s control.  Any performance targets or objectives should not be relied upon as an indication 
of actual or promised future performance, which will fluctuate, including over short periods, and are only intended as a guideline to help 
evaluate an investment or program participation’s strategies and features along with any benchmarks or indices shown.  Statements 
may be based upon underlying assumptions and analyses made by Ben or third parties.  Future evidence and actual results could differ 
materially from those set forth in, contemplated by, or underlying these Statements and third-party information, and even if realized may 
not result in the expected results to, or have the expected effects on, Ben, any investment, or program participation.  In light of these risks 
and uncertainties, there can be no assurance and no representation is given that these Statements are now, or will prove to be, accurate, 
realized or complete in any way.  Ben does not undertake any obligation to revise or update these Statements, including to reflect events or 
circumstances after such date or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.

Any benchmarks and financial indices are shown for illustrative purposes only and are provided for the purpose of making general 
market data available as a point of reference only.  Such benchmarks and financial indices may not be available for direct investment, 
may be unmanaged, assume reinvestment of income, do not reflect the impact of any commissions, fees and costs, and have limitations 
when used for comparison or other purposes because they, among other reasons, may have different volatility, credit, or other material 
characteristics (such as limitations on the number and types of securities or instruments).  No representation is made that any benchmark 
or index should be relied on as a measure for comparison.

Securities brokerage services are offered through Ben Securities Company L.P. (“Ben Securities”), which may provide certain materials 
to recipients.  Ben Securities is affiliated with Ben and is a broker-dealer registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission and 
various states and a Member FINRA/SIPC.  You can obtain more information about Ben Securities (see https://brokercheck.finra.org/firm/
summary/119441) and its registered persons by visiting https://brokercheck.finra.org/.  The registrations and memberships above in no 
way imply that any governmental or regulatory authority have endorsed the entities, products or services discussed herein.


